Working with
Teachers Templates

Appendix E Contains:
 Communicating with Teachers Checklist
 Website Template
 Model Release Form (for Photos)
 Teacher Evaluation
 Student Evaluation

The following templates are meant to be modified to suit the
individual needs of a museum. Using these templates will help
ensure successful working relationships between museums and
teachers.
Quick Note about Website Template: This template was
developed by the IWG Education Sub-Committee taking into
account what teachers need to know before booking programs. All
museums are encouraged to work with ISD (Internet Strategies
and Design) to present this information on their website. In order
to enhance websites it is highly recommended that museums
include photos with each section of the website template. It is
very important to get model releases signed for all students who
you will be photographing. The CCH model release form is
included in this appendix after the website template.
Quick Note about Student Evaluation: The format for student
evaluation is called 3 Stars and a Wish. In this evaluation students
are asked to record the three things they most enjoyed (the stars)
and one thing they would have liked better or would like to do
next time (wish). This evaluation format might seem simple but it
has proved to be very effective at several NSM sites with both
students and adults.
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Communicating with Teachers
Checklist
During Booking:
G

Get contact information for the teacher
 Name:
 School:
 Grade:
 Phone:
 Email:
 Fax:
 Personal Cell Phone:

After the Booking – Before Arrival:
G

G

Get logistical information:
 What program do they want?
 On what date are they coming?
 What time are they coming?

http://cossithouse.novascotia.ca/

(in case of emergency or last minute change)

G

 How are they arriving - bus or walking?

Send booking confirmation, which includes:
 Their contact information gathered during
booking to ensure it is correct.
 Program logistical information gathered
during booking to ensure it is correct.
 Program outline with curriculum outcome.
 Museum's expectations for chaperones
during the program.
 Pre- and post visit activities, if available.
 Send booking confirmation to teacher to
confirm contact and logistical information.
 Logistical information about museum,
including relevant information about
washrooms, gift shop, and lunch area.
Share booking information program
presenters and any other museum staff or
volunteers who may interact with the group.

 How many are coming?

Students:
Chaperones:
 Are they staying for lunch?

G

G
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Offer to adapt program to meet specific needs:
 Ask about any special concerns or needs.
 Ask what students are covering in class.
 Ask if there are any learning or physical
adaptations needed for specific students.
Other Notes:
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During the Program:
Follow the program as outlined in the
written program development template.
G Use presentation and engagement strategies
from Module Five.
G

Post-Trip:
G

Follow up with teacher:
 Send a thank you.
 Ask teacher to complete an evaluation (See
a sample in Appendix E).
 Re-send post-visit activity, if available.
 Invite students and chaperones to come
back for another visit.
 Invite the teacher back the next year.

“For Teachers” NSM Site
Webpage Template
“For Teachers” Home Page


Photo: of an Activity that students could experience at the museum in a school program. Ideally include
students in the picture.



Introduction Blurb: Include 2-3 short paragraphs that introduce teachers to what they can expect to
experience at your museum. It is ideal to include information that highlights how programs at the museum
provide an experience that teacher cannot replicate in the classroom. It is also important to explicitly state if
and how programs address curriculum.



Available Program: Provide a
hyperlinked list of program titles
available, along with the grades
which the programs have been
designed for.



Provide Booking Information:
Phone, Fax and Email are preferred.



Finish by refer to other NSM Sites.
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Program Specific Page—Each Program has its own Page


Photo: of an Activity that students could experience at the museum in a school program. Ideally include
students in the picture.



The following information can be pulled directly from a completed Museum School Program Development
Template:
 Program Title: Top of Program Overview Page
 Highlights: Top of Program Overview Page (Program Highlights: Description for Marketing
Purposes)
 Curriculum Outcomes: In “Content and Outcomes” as “Curriculum Outcomes Addressed by this
Program” on Program Overview Page
 Duration: In “Program Structure” as “Program Length” on Program Overview Page
 Program Capacity: In “Program Structure” as “Maximum Group Size” on Program Overview Page
Continued on Next Page...
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Continued Program Specific Page



Availability: In “Basic Logistics” as “Program Availability” on Program Overview Page



Program Outline: In “Program Framework” on Program Overview Page.
 Activity Title: Top of Activity Description Page
 Description: Top of Activity Description Page (Activity Highlights: Description for Marketing
Purposes)
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“Planning Your Visit” Page
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Include the following information:
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Teacher and Chaperone

Museum School Program Evaluation
Thank you for helping us evaluate our museum school program.
Your feedback will be used to help make this program more successful for future groups.
Quick Questions...
Today’s date is...
Where you here today as...

□ The Teacher □ A Chaperone □ Other:

What program did you participate in...
Which activities did you see...

On a Scale of 1 to 5, how do you rate this program…

Poor

Neutral

Excellent

Addressed Specific Curriculum Outcomes (SCOs)

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Allowed students to develop the skill of communication.

1

2

3

4

5

Allowed students to develop the skill of inquiry.

1

2

3

4

5

Allowed the students to develop the skill of participation.
As a learning experience, that enhances learning done in the classroom.

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

5
5

Overall.

1

2

3

4

5

Quick Thoughts...
What was your favourite part of the
program and why?
What was your least favourite part of
the program and why?
What types of pre– or post– visit
activities would you use?
How did you find out about the
program?
Do you have any other comments or
suggestions?

Thank you for your feedback. We hope we can look forward to working with you again.

3 Stars and a Wish
Please tell us what you think about your field trip.
Thank you for helping us to make our programs better!

3 Stars and a Wish

Please tell us what you think about your field trip.

Thank you for helping us to make our programs better!
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